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Abstract: The AdS/CFT correspondence is explored for \partially massless" elds
in AdS space (which have fewer helicity states than a massive eld but more than a
conventional massless eld). Such elds correspond in the boundary conformal eld
theory to elds obeying a certain conformally-invariant dierential equation that has
been described by Eastwood et al. The rst descendant of such a eld is a conformal
eld of negative norm. Hence, partially massless elds may make more physical sense
in de Sitter as opposed to Anti de Sitter space.
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1. Introduction
In four-dimensional Minkowski space, a massless eld of spin s has helicities s, while
a massive eld has all possible helicities −s,−s + 1, . . . , s. When the cosmological
constant is non zero, however, the range of possibilities is greater [1]{[12]. In addition
to the familiar massless and massive elds, one can have \partially massless" elds
whose helicity ranges over the set −s,−s+1, . . . , s with −n,−n+1, . . . , n removed,
for any n  s− 2. The mass squared of such a eld is
m2 =

3
(s(s− 1)− n(n+ 1)) . (1.1)
Here we dene  by writing the Einstein equation as Rµν = gµν .
A partially massless eld is described by a symmetric tensor eld φµ1,...,µn with
a gauge invariance
δφµ1µ2µs = Dµ1   Dµs−nξµs−n+1µs +    , (1.2)
where the +    refers to terms obtained by symmetrizing the indices and adding
additional contributions with fewer than s−n−1 derivatives. We will describe later
in more detail the rst non-trivial case, with s = 2 and n = 0.
Formally, partially massless elds can be dened for either positive or negative
cosmological constant. We note, however, from (1.1) that for  < 0, a partially
massless eld has negative mass squared, smaller than that of a massless eld which
has more gauge invariance | a result that seems unintuitive. By contrast, for  > 0,
the partially massless eld has a positive mass squared.
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In this paper, we will study partially massless elds for  < 0 using the AdS/CFT
correspondence. Just as a massless eld of spin s corresponds in the boundary theory
to a rank s conserved symmetric tensor, a partially massless eld must correspond
in the boundary theory to a partially conserved tensor. Such a tensor is a eld
Lµ1µs , symmetric in its indices, and obeying a conformally invariant equation whose
general form we can guess given (1.2). Since a coupling
R
Lµ1µsφµ1µs should be
gauge-invariant, the equation must have the form
Dµ1Dµ2   Dµs−nLµ1µs +    = 0 , (1.3)
where the +    refers to symmetrization of indices and terms of lower order that are
proportional to the curvature tensor of the boundary. This equation must be con-
formally invariant, since the boundary of AdS space has only a conformal structure,
not a metric. In fact, the appropriate conformally invariant dierential equations
have been described in a series of papers [13]{[16]. We explain below the derivation
of (1.3), starting with a partially massless eld in the bulk, for the rst non-trivial
case of s = 2, n = 0; the same idea should work in general.
Conformal invariance of (1.3) holds only if L is assigned a denite conformal
dimension. This corresponds in the AdS/CFT correspondence to the fact that the
partially massless eld has a denite m2 given in (1.1); from that point of view, the
conformal dimension of L is determined, in a standard fashion, from the behavior of
φ near the boundary of AdS space.
A third way to determine the conformal dimension of L is as follows. Via the
operator-state correspondence of conformal eld theory, the eld Lµ1,...,µs corresponds
to a state jΨµ1,...,µsi, which (given that L transforms covariantly under Weyl trans-
formations) must be a highest weight vector for the conformal group. Equation (1.3)
for L means that a certain level s−n descendant of jΨi is a null vector. This occurs
only for a particular conformal dimension for L, which can be conveniently computed
using radial quantization, and agrees with the results obtained by other methods.
In sum, then, this paper is devoted to the correspondence between three types
of objects:
(A) A partially massless eld φ in AdS space.
(B) A eld L on the boundary of AdS space that obeys the conformally invariant
eq. (1.3).
(C) A highest weight vector jΨi of the conformal group in a representation that
has a certain null vector at level s− n.
Our analysis of (C) also shows that a certain descendant of jΨi at a lower
level has negative norm. Despite the nice consistency between (A), (B), and (C),
this seems discouraging for most physical applications of partially massless elds
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in the AdS case. This may correspond to the strange sign of (1.1) for  < 0.
Alternatively, we could consider partially massless elds in de Sitter space, with
 > 0, where (1.1) has a more intuitive sign. In this case, many considerations of
the AdS/CFT correspondence can be imitated [17, 18] though the physical meaning
is less clear. Our computations relating (A), (B), and (C) are purely formal, so they
make sense for  > 0. For de Sitter space, the boundary conformal eld theory (if
that is the right notion) is anyway not unitary [18], so the negative norm descendant
is not a problem.
In this paper, we consider only the case of AdS space with bulk dimension
D = 4 and boundary dimension d = D − 1 = 3, though the arguments presumably
generalize to any dimension. In particular, the conformally invariant eqs. (1.3) exist
in any dimension [13]{[16].
In the last section, we present a cosmological solution of the boundary conformal
eld theory which relates the time dependence of the boundary operator to the
Hubble function.
2. Review of ingredients
2.1 Partially massless field equations
First, we recall explicitly the eld equation of a partially massless eld of spin two
and n = 0, in four dimensions.
We denote as gµν a background metric that obeys the Einstein equations
Rµν = gµν , (2.1)
and we let Cαµνρ denote the Weyl tensor. The Riemann and Ricci tensors are dened
by Rρ µνλ  ∂νΓρµλ − ∂λΓρµν +ΓσµλΓρσν − ΓσµνΓρσλ, and Rµν  Rλ µλν , and C is obtained
from the Riemann tensor by subtracting trace terms.
The spin two partially massless eld is a symmetric tensor φµν whose eld equa-
tion in D dimensions, in a background Einstein spacetime, reads

− D
(D − 1)

φµν −DµDνφρρ +

(D − 1)gµνφ
ρ
ρ − 2Cαµνρφαρ = 0 . (2.2)
A single divergence of the eld equation gives the constraint Dµφµν−Dνφρρ = 0. The
equations of motion have a scalar gauge invariance given by
φµν −! φµν +DµDνξ + 
(D − 1)gµνξ . (2.3)
The precise form of (2.2) is determined by ensuring this gauge invariance. In verifying
gauge invariance, one makes use of (2.1).
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A non-zero φ eld has a non-zero stress tensor, and so physically, in the presence
of such a eld, one should no longer impose the vacuum Einstein equations (2.1);
there should be additional contributions quadratic in φ. In the presence of such
terms, the proof of gauge invariance of (2.2) does not work, so one must add addi-
tional contributions to (2.2) and/or (2.3), and possibly a non-trivial transformation
law for the metric, δg  ²φ2. It has not been demonstrated in the literature that
gauge-invariance of the φ eld can be maintained exactly (beyond linear order in
φ). However, we will proceed assuming that a fully non-linear theory of partially
massless elds does exist. Assuming that the higher order terms can be chosen to
maintain gauge invariance, their details will not concern us.
2.2 Metric near the boundary of AdS space
We take  < 0, and consider an Einstein manifold that is asymptotic near its con-
formal boundary | which we take to be at u = 0 | to AdS space. With a suitable
choice of coordinates, the metric gµν of such a manifold can be expressed as
ds2 = −(D − 1)

u−2
(
du2 + fij(u, x)dx
idxj

, (2.4)
where the expansion of fij(u, x) in powers of u is determined from the Einstein
equations, and is found [19]{[22] to be, to the order that we will need,
fij(u, x) = ~gij − u2 (d− 2)−1

~Rij − 1
2(d− 1)
~R ~gij

+ O(u3) (2.5)
when d = D − 1. The conformal metric on the boundary (u = 0) is ~gij. We do not
assume that it is conformally flat or conformally Ricci-flat.
2.3 Partially conserved conformal operators
As explained in the introduction, the partially massless eld φ will correspond in
the boundary to a symmetric tensor eld Lij that will obey a conformally invariant
\partial conservation law." The requisite conformally invariant equation, which is a
special case of the conformally invariant dierential equations studied in [13]{[16], is
in d dimensions
DiDjL
ij +
1
(d− 2)
~RijL
ij = 0 . (2.6)
One can verify directly that this equation is invariant under the Weyl transforma-
tion law
~gij(x) −! e−2σ(x) ~gij(x) ,
Lij(x) −! e(d+1) σ(x) Lij(x) , (2.7)
since under (2.7) the Ricci tensor transforms as ~Rij ! ~Rij + (d − 2)(DiDjσ +
DiσDjσ)+~gij(D
kDkσ−(d−2)DkσDkσ), andDiDjLij ! e(d+1)σ [DiDjLij−Lij(DiDj
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σ+DiσDjσ) ], and L
ij is traceless. Note that by successively lowering indices, we get
elds Lij and Lij with dierent Weyl transformation laws, i.e. L
i
j ! e(d−1)σLij . The
weight in the Weyl transformation law of the eld with half its indices up and half
down is called the conformal dimension in conformal eld theory. So L corresponds
to a eld of conformal dimension d− 1, and thus of dimension 2 if d = 3.
3. Applying the AdS/CFT correspondence to a partially
massless field
Now we will make the correspondence between (A) and (B) as described in the
introduction: we will show that a partially massless spin two eld in the bulk of
AdS space corresponds to a conformal eld on the boundary that obeys the partial
conservation law. The basic technique is to study the behavior of the partially
massless eld near the boundary of AdS space. This was done recently in [1] with a
dierent motivation. In this section, we assume D = 4 and d = 3.
To solve (2.2), we impose a gauge condition φµµ = 0, and use the constraint
Dµφµν = 0 to reduce the equation in D = 4 to

− 4
3

φµν − 2Cαµνρφαρ = 0 . (3.1)
Following [1, 2], we recall the traceless-transverse decompositions for vectors
and tensors
φTµ = φµ −Dµ
1
D  φ , D  φT = 0 ,
φTTµν = φµν −D(µ
2
+ 
(
D  φν)
T − 1
4
gµνφ
ρ
ρ −
−D[µDν] 4
(3 + 4)
0

D D  φ− 1
4
φρρ

,
D  φTTµν = 0 = φTTρρ , (3.2)
where [  ] on tensor indices denotes the symmetric traceless part M[µν]  M(µν) −
1
4
gµνM
ρ
ρ , and  DµDµ as usual. We dene the spatially traceless-transverse part
φij  φTTij . The solution [1] that is more singular near u = 0 is
φij(u, x)  u−1φ0 ij(x) , (3.3)
so that
φ ji (u, x) = g
jkφik  u φ j0 i (x) . (3.4)
In the AdS/CFT correspondence, a bulk eld φ that behaves near the boundary as
φ ji (u, x) = u
d−hφ j0 i (x) (3.5)
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corresponds [23, 24, 25] to a boundary eld L of dimension h. So in the present
case, L has conformal dimension two, as expected on the basis of the conformally
invariant partial conservation law (2.6). Note that a second independent solution
would replace (3.3) with φij(u, x)  u0φ0 ij(x), which would give a second choice of
quantization and result in the scaling dimension of 1 instead of 2.)
By proceeding with more care, we can actually derive the law (2.6). We write
4D and 3D for four- and three-dimensional covariant derivatives and similarly for
the ane connections. Using the metric (2.4), we evaluate the gauge transformation
law (2.3) on φij(u, x) near the boundary as
4Di
4Dj +

3
gij

ξ =

∂i∂j − 4Γkij ∂k − 4Γuij ∂u +

3
gij

ξ
 − ~gij
(
u−2ξ + u−1∂uξ

+
+

3Di
3Dj + (d− 2)−1

~Rij − 1
2(d− 1)
~R~gij

ξ (3.6)
since to order O(u2) we nd 4Γ
k
ij  3Γkij and 4Γuij  u−1~gij. Near the boundary,
φ0 ij(x) = u φij(u, x) (3.7)
is independent of u so we take the scalar gauge parameter to behave as ξ(u, x) 
u−1ζ(x). The leading singularity in (3.6) cancels, and the transformation (2.3) re-
stricted to the boundary is
φ0 ij = u φij(u, x) −! φ0 ij +

DiDj + (d− 2)−1

~Rij − 1
2(d− 1)
~R ~gij

ζ . (3.8)
In the AdS/CFT equivalence, each eld propagating on the AdS space is paired
with an operator in the conformal eld theory. We consider adding to the lagrangian
a Weyl invariant term
R
d3x
pj~gjLij φ0 ij that couples the partially massless eld to
a conformal operator Lij . Requiring the invariance of this term under the trans-
formation (3.8) and using the tracelessness of Lij, we nd after an integration by
parts that Z
d3x
p
j~gj

DiDjL
ij + (d− 2)−1 ~RijLij

ζ = 0 (3.9)
for all ζ . This gives (2.6).
4. Conformal algebra and unitary conformal field theory
Now we turn to study the partially conserved conformal tensor L from the point
of view of conformal eld theory and representations of the conformal algebra. For
this purpose, we take the boundary to be flat and use radial quantization. Weyl
invariance insures invariance under H = SO(d+1, 1), the global euclidean conformal
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symmetry group of d-dimensional flat space. The generators of H are rotations
Mij , translations Pi, special conformal transformations Ki, and dilatations D, for
1  i  d, with non-zero commutation relations
[Mij ,Mrs] = δirMjs − δisMjr − δjrMis + δjsMir ,
[Mij , Pr] = δirPj − δjrPi , [Mij , Kr] = δirKj − δjrKi ,
[D,Ki] = −Ki , [D,Pi] = Pi , [Ki, Pj] = δijD +Mij . (4.1)
Using this conformal algebra, we will rederive the conformal dimension of the eld
L by requiring that a certain descendant of the state corresponding to L is a null
vector We will also show that the rst descendant state has negative norm.
As reviewed in [26], the euclidean CFT radially quantized has a hamiltonian
given by D, and a symmetry algebra SO(d+1, 1) whose generators satisfy hermitic-
ity propertiesM yij = −Mij , P yi = Ki, Kyi = Pi, Dy = D. The generatorsMij = −Mji
form an SO(d) subalgebra. Conformal operators are in one to one correspondence
with the states of the conformal eld theory, limx!0O(x)j0 >= jO >. These are
eigenstates of the dilatation operator D, with eigenvalue given by the scaling di-
mension. The generators Pi (Ki) raise (lower) the scaling dimension, and irreducible
representations of the conformal algebra each contain a primary operator L(x) which
satises [Ki, L(0)] = 0. Other states in the representation correspond to descendants
[Pi1 , [Pi2 , . . . [Pik , L(0)] . . .]].
For clarity, along with the partially conserved tensor Lij , we will also consider an
ordinary conserved tensor T ij (the usual example is the stress tensor). T ij obeys an
ordinary conservation law ∂iT
ij = 0. This corresponds to vanishing of the operator
[Pi, T
ij] or equivalently of the state PijT iji. Similarly, a partially conserved tensor
Lij obeys eq. (2.6) which in flat space reduces to ∂i∂jL
ij = 0. This corresponds
to vanishing of the operator [Pi, [Pj , L
ij]] or the state PiPjjLiji. L and T are both
traceless and symmetric. The states jT iji and jLiji are primaries, with
Ks
T ij = Ks Lij = 0 . (4.2)
The transformation law of jT iji under rotations is
MrsjTiji = δrijTsji+ δrj jTisi − δsijTrji − δsj jTiri , (4.3)
and similarly for jLiji. To begin with, we denote as h the conformal dimension of T
and L and do not assume that they are conserved or partially conserved.
For the states PijT iji and PiPj jLiji to vanish, their norms must be zero. These
norms can be evaluated as follows, using (4.2). For T we have
 PijT ij2 = 〈PsT rsjPi T ij = 〈T rsjKsPiT ij
=
〈
T rsj [Ks, Pi]T ij

=
〈
T rsj(δsiD +Msi)T ij

= (h− d) 〈T rsjT js  , (4.4)
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where we have used (4.1) and (4.3) and the fact that T ij is traceless, symmetric and
primary with scaling dimension h. From (4.4), we have that PijT ij > is a null state
precisely if h = d. This result was to be expected, since d is the standard value of
the scaling dimension of the stress tensor in d spacetime dimensions. We also see
that PijT iji has negative norm if h < d.
Evaluating similar commutators, we nd
PiPj Lij2 = 〈LrsjKrKsPiPj Lij
=
〈
LrsjKr [Ks, Pi]Pj Lij

+
〈
LrsjKr Pi [Ks, Pj]Lij

= 2 (h− (d− 1)) 〈LrsjKrPj Lij
= 2 (h− (d− 1)) (h− d) hLrsjLrsi . (4.5)
So for PiPjjLiji to be a null vector, we require h = d− 1, as found earlier.
Applying the same technique, we can show that the rst descendant of L is
actually a state of negative norm. In fact,
 jPiLiji2 = −hLjsjL js i . (4.6)
The computation here is precisely the same as the one in (4.4), so the result directly
reflects the fact that the conformal dimension of L is less than that of T . In terms
of partially massless elds in AdS space, this corresponds directly to the sign of
the formulas for m2 in (1.1). Thus, as mentioned in the introduction, the physical
properties of partially massless elds in de Sitter space may be better.
What property of the partially massless eld φ in AdS space corresponds to the
negative norm of the rst descendant of L on the boundary? The descendants of
L all have real conformal dimensions, greater than that of L, but one of them has
negative norm. This seems to mean that φ can be quantized with energies bounded
below | and with the Fock ground state having the smallest energy | but not in a
Hilbert space with all states having positive norm. This is a delicate result that will
depend upon analysis of global boundary conditions in AdS space.
Though we have restricted ourselves to elds of spin 2 up to this point, the com-
putations in this section are readily generalized to an sth rank symmetric traceless
tensor Li1i2is. Looking for null vectors that would correspond to a partial conser-
vation law
∂i1   ∂imLi1i2is = 0 , (4.7)
we get
 Pi1Pi2   PimLi1i2is2 = 〈Lj1j2jsKj1Kj2   Kjm Pi1Pi2   Pim Li1i2...is
= m!(h− (d+ s− 2))(h− (d+ s− 3))   
   (h− (d+ s−m− 1)) Li1i2isi 2 . (4.8)
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If we want (4.8) to vanish for m = r but to be non vanishing for m < r, so that
every partial conservation law obeyed by L is a consequence of (4.7), we must take
h = d+ s− r− 1. Such an L should correspond in AdS space to a partially massless
eld with a range of helicities missing, depending on r. The rst descendant always
has negative norm, if r > 1.
5. A cosmological solution
Since we do not have a full knowledge of the elementary particles, it might be that
in addition to the usual massless particles such as photons whose interactions are
trivial in the infrared, there are additional massless modes with infrared-non-trivial
interactions, governed by a non-trivial conformal eld theory. If we neglect the
problem with the negative norm descendant (as we will in the present section), then
we can imagine that this theory might admit a partially conserved L tensor such as we
have studied above. If so, to characterize the physical state of the expanding universe,
in addition to the usually almost conserved quantities such as baryon number, energy,
and entropy, one must also specialize the value of the L tensor.
To get an idea of cosmology with the L tensor, we will solve the partial conser-
vation eq. (2.6) in the background of a d-dimensional Robertson-Walker metric with
flat spatial sections:
~gij dx
idxj = dt2 − f 2(t) δmn dxmdxn . (5.1)
We assume that the L tensor is invariant under the spatial rotation and translation
symmetries of the background solution. This implies that L00 is a function of time
only, that L0m = 0, and (as L is traceless) that Lmn = δmn(d− 1)−1f−2L00. Solving
the partial conservation equation, we will express L00 in terms of the conformal time
η =
R t
dt0f−1(t0). For the metric (5.1), the non-vanishing components of the Ricci
tensor are ~R00 = −(d − 1)f−1∂20 f and ~Rmn = δmn((d − 2)( ∂0f)2 + f∂20f ). Then
~RijL
ij = −(d− 2)(∂0H)L00 where H is the Hubble function H(t)  f−1∂0f , and the
partial conservation law (2.6) becomes
∂20L
00 + (2d− 1)H ∂0L00 + (d− 1)(∂0H)L00 + d(d− 1)H2 L00 = 0 . (5.2)
We can factor this as
(∂0 + dH ) (∂0 + (d− 1)H )L00 = 0 , (5.3)
and solve it by dening G(t)  ∂0L00 +(d−1)H L00, where ∂0G = −dHG. Then ei-
ther G = 0, or G = e−d
∫ t
dt0H(t0) = f−d. For G = 0, we have L00 = e−(d−1)
∫ t
dt0H(t0) =
f−(d−1). For the second solution, when G = f−d then L00 can be expressed as
f−(d−1) η where dη  dtf−1(t)
L00(t) = (f(t))−(d−1)
Z t
dt0f−1(t0) . (5.4)
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The unique general solution of (2.6) in terms of two arbitrary constants a1, a2 for the
partially conserved rotationally symmetric boundary operator is
L00 = f−(d−1) (a1 + a2 η ) . (5.5)
In the spirit of the partial conservation law (2.6), we can identify the partially
conserved charge
Q 
Z
dd−1x
p
~g Di L
i0 =
Z
dd−1x f (d−1)
(
∂0L
00 + dH L00

=
Z
dd−1x
 (
a1H + a2
(
H η + f−1

, (5.6)
where ∂0Q 6= 0 but
∂0Q = −(d− 2)−1
Z
dd−1x
p
~g ~Rij L
ij =
Z
dd−1x

(a1 + a2 η ) ∂0H , (5.7)
which is an identity on shell since H∂0η + ∂0f
−1 = 0.
In standard cosmology, the energy-momentum tensor T ij = diag (ρ,−p,−p,−p)
provides the evolution of the cosmic scale factor f(t) from the Einstein eld equa-
tions as
f(t)  t2/(3(1+ω)) , (5.8)
where ρ  f−3 (1+ω) and ρ = ωp, for ω independent of time. The standard examples
include photons f  t1/2 for ω = 1/3; matter f  t2/3 with ω = 0; de Sitter inflation
f  et for ω = −1; and a curvature dominated model f  t with ω = −1/3.
The explicit form of the cosmological scale factor enables one to study the rate of
speeding up of the expansion: the acceleration parameter q(t)  (∂0f)−2∂20f f is
negative for the rst two examples, positive for the de Sitter universe, and zero for
the last example.
Thus, we have shown that in the context of cosmology, the partial conservation
law determines the time-dependence of the L-eld, which evolves according to a
quasi-conservation law somewhat analogous to that of more familiar almost conserved
quantities in cosmology.
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